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ABSTRACT A low-power and wideband RF-to-baseband (BB) current-reuse receiver (CRR) front-end
utilizing both a 1/f noise cancellation (NC) technique and an active inductor (AI) is proposed tuned to operate
from 1 GHz to 1.7 GHz for L-Band applications, including those that require high modulation bandwidths.
The CRR front-end employs a single supply and shares the bias current of the low noise transconductance
amplifier (LNTA) with the BB circuits to reduce the power consumption. To minimize the losses of the radio
frequency (RF) signal right before down-conversion, a high impedance AI circuit isolates the mixer input
from the CRR output node. The 1/f NC circuit suppresses the low frequency noise of the LNTA that leaks to
the output. A common-gate LNTA with gm-boosting, along with a single-to-differential LC-balun are used
to enhance the input matching, conversion gain and noise figure (NF). The proposed receiver is fabricated in
a TSMC 130 nm CMOS process and occupies an active area of 0.54mm2. The input matching (S11) is below
−10 dB from 1 GHz to 1.7 GHz. At a local-oscilator (LO) frequency of 1.3 GHz, intermediate-frequency
(IF) of 10 MHz and default current settings, the CRR achieves a conversion gain of 41.5 dB, a double-
sideband (DSB) NF of 6.5 dB, and an IIP3 of −28.2 dBm while consuming 1.66 mA from a 1.2 V supply.
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INDEX TERMS Current-reuse receiver (CRR), cross-coupled common-gate low noise transconductance
amplifier (LNTA), wideband, low-power, wide modulation bandwidth, L-Band.

I. INTRODUCTION16

The internet of things (IoT) aims to connect trillions of17

devices for various applications. Today, both academia and18

industry are investigating how to employ the IoT to manage,19

locate, monitor, identify and track within different sectors20

such as automotive, agriculture, manufacturing, education,21

smart buildings, military and others. IoT applications operate22

in different frequency bands. One of the important bands is23

the L-Band that includes several applications and wireless24

standards such as various global navigation satellite systems25

(GNSS), cellular communication, aircraft surveillance, dig-26

ital video/audio broadcasting, etc. [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],27

[7]. For instance, among the various features of the IoT,28

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Sungyong Jung .

location tracking is important, and can be used in different 29

applications such as vehicles for navigation, health for patient 30

tracking, military for soldier localization, shipping to track 31

goods, etc [4]. 32

As the L-Band includes several wireless standards and 33

applications within the 1−2 GHz band, a wideband RF 34

front-end that covers a wide frequency range is suitable as 35

it mitigates the need of multiple RF front-ends. In addition, 36

a wide modulation bandwidth is required in the front-end to 37

not limit the receiver bandwidth to address the requirements 38

of different wireless standards. 39

However, while wideband RF front-ends are attractive, 40

as they provide system agility and compactness, reducing the 41

power consumption of the RF front-end while maintaining 42

performance metrics such as linearity and noise figure (NF) 43

is a challenge. Various methods and techniques have been 44
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FIGURE 1. Conventional and stacked receiver front-end architectures.

studied to address this challenge. Among them, a widespread45

method to reduce power consumption is current-reuse. Usu-46

ally, current-reuse has been employed within individual47

blocks such as the low noise transconductance amplifier48

(LNTA) [8]. In [9], a current-reuse power-optimized LNTA49

was used in a conventional cascaded receiver architecture.50

It reports good 1-dB compression out-of-band linearity, but51

a poor in-band 1-dB compression of −56 dBm is achieved52

at a maximum gain setting of 61 dB. Another approach [10]53

employed a current-reuse baseband amplifier in a mixer-first54

receiver architecture. It achieves very good performance con-55

suming a low-power of 0.38 mW. However, the receiver56

architecture is not suitable for wideband modulations as it57

reports a very low baseband bandwidth of 2 MHz that is58

not suitable for wider modulation bandwidth applications.59

In [11], a quadrature low noise amplifier (LNA) and active-60

type poly-phase filter (PPF) were used to reduce power con-61

sumption. However, the receiver has a narrow RF bandwidth62

due to the common-source LNA topology, and high NF63

because of the quadrature technique used in the LNA. In [12],64

alternatively, an inverter-based LNA with an LC-balun and65

passive PPF are used to generate the quadrature signal before66

the down conversion. This reduces the LO dynamic power67

for Bluetooth low-energy (BLE), but using an LC-balun and68

passive PPF is not suitable for wideband applications. In addi-69

tion, a phase-locked loop (PLL) free receiver architecture is70

proposed in [13] at the cost of a high NF.71

Recently, current sharing of RF and BB blocks using a sin-72

gle supply voltage has been actively studied. Conventionally,73

receiver front-ends cascade circuits to receive and amplify a74

weak RF signal with a LNTA, down-convert it to BB through75

a mixer and finally convert the current signal to a voltage76

signal using a transimpedance amplifier (TIA), as shown77

in Fig. 1. On the other hand, by scaling down the CMOS78

technology node where the voltage threshold is reduced and79

transition frequency (fT) is increased, stacked architectures80

that reduce power consumption by sharing the current of the81

RF circuits with the BB circuits are now possible.82

Although the stacked architecture reduces power consump-83

tion significantly, it has shortcomings. In [14], LNTA, mixer84

and voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) blocks are stacked85

to share a single supply, reducing the power consumption.86

However, the front-end suffers from VCO injection locking87

and a high NF of 9 dB. In addition, the common-source88

LNTA used limits the RF bandwidth, which is not suitable 89

to cover wide RF bandwidth with a single receiver module. 90

Another approach with cascoded LNTA, active mixer and 91

BB filter was proposed in [15]. It still suffers from high NF. 92

Moreover, the use of an active mixer reduces the linearity 93

and increases voltage headroom requirements. A function- 94

reuse RF front-end is an interesting method which employs 95

a push-pull amplifier to function as both LNTA and TIA. 96

However, it reported poor P1dB of −50 dBm due to the 97

low supply voltage [16]. This approach is only suitable for 98

sub-GHz applications. A current-reuse architecture using an 99

N-path passive mixer for input matching is another sub-GHz 100

alternative which reports good NF performance [17]. How- 101

ever, one of its bottlenecks is the use of an active mixer for 102

down-conversion that requires a higher supply voltage. It also 103

suffers LO toRF leakage due to theN-path passivemixer used 104

for input matching.Moreover, it requires additional circuits to 105

combine the N paths at the output which increases the overall 106

power consumption. In [18], a 1/f noise-cancellation (NC) 107

technique and linearity enhancement method is used, but its 108

power consumption is high at 8 mW.A current-reuse receiver 109

(CRR) proposed in [19] employed input matching and a 1/f 110

noise reduction technique that results in a low NF of 1.94 dB 111

at the cost of limited RF bandwidth. Moreover, both [19] 112

and [20] suffer from losses of the RF signal due to the sharing 113

of the BB output and passive mixer input. To overcome this 114

issue, our earlier work in [21], applied the concept of an active 115

inductor (AI) from [22], [23] to isolate the mixer input from 116

the BB output, thus reducing the losses of the RF signal before 117

the down conversion. This allows the receiver to maintain its 118

performance at higher frequencies even in a relatively large 119

130 nm CMOS process. However, it still suffers from a high 120

NF at low IF due to the direct injection of the low frequency 121

noise of the LNTA into the BB. 122

This work is the continuation and extension of our earlier 123

published conference paper in [21] that presented simulation 124

results. Notably, this work improves the circuit architecture 125

of our prior work with a 1/f noise cancellation technique and 126

an integrated on-chip input inductor. In [21], a high quality 127

off-chip input inductor model was used in simulation, while 128

in this work, this inductor is integrated on-chip. Importantly, 129

measurement results are now presented, thus experimentally 130

validating our prior work, along with the aforementioned 131

improvements. 132

Accordingly, this work proposes a quadrature (I/Q) low- 133

power and wideband RF-to-BB CRR front-end uniquely 134

employing both an AI and 1/f NC technique in order to 135

overcome the aforementioned issues. It utilizes a wideband 136

LNTA stage to convert the RF voltage to an RF current, 137

a current driven passive mixer to down-convert the RF sig- 138

nal to an IF signal, and a TIA to convert the IF current 139

to an IF voltage using a single transistor. The proposed 140

CRR front-end achieves good NF and linearity performance 141

along with low power consumption. The paper is struc- 142

tured as follows. Section II provides a receiver architecture 143

overview, Section III details the different circuits required in 144
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the design, and Section IV presents the measurement results145

and discusses them.146

II. RECEIVER OVERVIEW147

Through the scaling down of CMOS technology nodes, the148

implementation of high frequency circuits is readily possi-149

ble with reduced trade-offs thanks to the reduced parasitic.150

However, the fabrication cost increases sharply for smaller151

technology nodes. Thus, in order to implement such circuits152

in cost efficient CMOS such as 130 nm CMOS technology,153

design techniques are required to maintain the performance154

of the design. For instance, in [19], while a very low NF is155

reported, the RF bandwidth is limited. This is due to the fact156

that the input of the down-conversion mixer is shared with the157

receiver output node causing loading from the following stage158

and output circuit. Ultimately, this degrades the performance159

of the receiver at higher frequencies and limits it to sub-160

GHz applications. To mitigate this issue, this work uniquely161

applies both an AI and 1/f NC technique from [21], [22], [23]162

to the CRR front-end.163

The block diagram of the proposed CRR front-end is164

shown in Fig 2. It includes an LNTA to convert the RF voltage165

to a current. Transistors MCG, inductor LR and cross-coupled166

capacitors CAC form the LNTA circuit. The LNTA sets the167

receiver sensitivity, linearity and input impedance match-168

ing. Thus, it is designed to attain the required performance169

metrics, and it defines the overall current consumption. The170

CRR employs a passive mixer shown on the top left of the171

figure, and includes transistors MMX that do not consume172

DC current. As previously mentioned, the CRR uses both173

an AI and 1/f NC circuit in order to improve the receiver174

sensitivity. These are implemented by MAI, RAI, CAI, MNC175

and RS. The single supply current divides equally between176

the TIA blocks, each formed by a single transistor, MTIA,177

and feedback resistor, RFB. The TIA feeds the LNTA and AI178

current. Moreover, the receiver employs a quadrature (I/Q)179

architecture using a 25% LO duty-cycle and single LNTA.180

In this way, the power consumption is significantly reduced181

by the reuse of the supply current. Details pertaining to each182

circuit composing the CRR front-end are discussed in the next183

section.184

III. CIRCUIT DESIGN185

A. LNTA WITH LC-BALUN MATCHING NETWORK186

The LNTA plays an important role for input matching and187

receiver sensitivity. Two well-known typologies can be used188

to provide input matching: the common-source and the189

common-gate. In [19], the common-source topology along190

with a 1/f NC technique is employed. Although the noise191

performance is very good, it has a narrow-band response, and192

is sensitive to package parasitics and non-idealities related193

to the printed circuit board (PCB). In this work, a common-194

gate topology is used instead, and provides wideband input195

matching at the cost of a higher NF. In Fig. 2, MCG forms196

the common-gate topology which is differentially applied in197

this design. The gate terminal of MCG connects to a bias198

FIGURE 2. Block diagram of the proposed CRR front-end.

voltage, Vb1. Center tap inductor LR provides the DC current 199

path to the ground and resonates with parasitic capacitors 200

at the input to reduce input losses. CIN is an AC-coupling 201

capacitor. To reduce the power consumption and NF of the 202

LNTA, cross-coupled capacitors CAC are used to boost the 203

transconductance of MCG by approximately a factor of two, 204

yielding an effective transconductance of gmeff = 2× gm. 205

This assumes that the short channel effect is negligible for the 206

input transistors. Moreover, this increased transconductance 207

helps achieve the required input impedance, 1/gmeff, and a 208

better NF with less current. The noise factor of the LNTA is 209

calculated by using the following: 210

F ∼= 1+
γ

4α
·

1
RSgm

+
RBalun
RS

, (1) 211

where α and γ are the bias-dependent noise parameters and 212

RS is the source resistance. The balun losses can be mod- 213

eled by series resistor RBalun. γ /α is reduced by increasing 214

the channel-length slightly while maintaining the transition 215

frequency, fT, at least ten times higher than the frequency of 216

operation. 217

Earlier works used a 1:1 balun to convert the single ended 218

signal to a differential one [22], [24], [25]. To perform input 219

matching, the LNTA input impedance should be designed to 220

RS = 1/2gm. This degrades the NF by increasing the second 221

term in equation (1) by two times. The noise factor is then 222

given by 223

F ∼= 1+
γ

2α
+
RBalun
RS

. (2) 224

In this work, a 2:1 LC-balun, shown at the bottom left of 225

Fig. 2, is used to convert the single ended input signal to 226

a differential one at the input of the LNTA. It can convert 227

the 50 � antenna impedance to any impedance required (in 228

this work 25 �) on the differential side by choosing proper 229

inductor and capacitor values. This gives the advantage to 230

design the LNTA with higher gm,eff (in this work 2× gm,eff ) 231

to achieve lower NF while maintaining the input matching 232
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FIGURE 3. Simulated conversion-gain and DSB NF of the CRR using a 1:1
LC-balun or a 2:1 LC-balun.

performance. In this way, the LNTA noise is given by233

F ∼= 1+
γ

4α
+
RBalun
RS

. (3)234

In this fashion, the good input matching is maintained and235

the second term in (3) is halved in comparison to (2) that236

involves a 1:1 balun. AnW/L of 50µ/140n is chosen forMCG237

to achieve the best NF and gm/gds performance, where gds is238

the admittance of MCG.239

To outline the benefit of the matching technique proposed,240

the simulated NF and conversion-gain of the CRR is com-241

pared using a 1:1 or a 2:1 LC-balun employing gm,eff and242

almost 2 × gm,eff , respectively. The results are shown in243

Fig. 3, outlining that the conversion-gain is improved by244

about 2.5 dB and the NF is reduced by more than 1 dB.245

The LNTA and LC-Balun were tuned to the L-band in this246

work, but this tuning could have been applied to other bands247

such as the 2.4 GHz ISM band (e.g., Bluetooth Low Energy)248

or the 900 MHz ISM band (e.g., Zigbee).249

B. ACTIVE INDUCTOR AND 1/f NOISE-CANCELLATION250

TECHNIQUE251

Conventionally, a cascode circuit is used to boost the out-252

put impedance and enhance isolation. Fig. 4(a) shows the253

conventional CRR using a cascode circuit after the LNTA.254

The input of the down-conversion mixer and receiver output255

share the same node, causing RF signal attenuation from256

both parasitic capacitors and the large loading of the next257

stage at the output. This limits the operating frequency of the258

circuit. Moreover, it renders the architecture impractical for259

modern applications if designed in a large technology node260

such as 130 nm CMOS. To overcome this issue, this work261

proposes an AI in Fig. 4(b) using MAI, CAI and RAI. The262

impedance looking into the AI circuit, ZAI, is low at DC263

but keeps increasing with frequency [23]. In this way, the264

AI circuit isolates the mixer input from the output node at265

higher frequencies, while the DC current passes through the266

AI circuit. To boost the impedance further, RS is added to the267

source of MAI. The impedance looking into the AI circuit,268

ZAI, by ignoring MNC since it is in parallel is given by 269

ZAI (s) ∼=
gm,AIRS (RAICAI s+ 1)+ RAICAI s
gm,AIRSCAI s+ gm,AI + CAI s

||
1

sCpar
, (4) 270

where Cpar is the parasitic capacitance at the mixer input. 271

The Cpar depends on the technology node. Fig. 5 shows 272

the mathematical model of the magnitude of ZAI versus the 273

frequency using (4) for different parasitic capacitance values 274

and compares it with simulation results. Tomodel this, a gm,AI 275

of 3.5 S, CAI of 1 pF, RAI of 50 k� and RS of 200 � are 276

used. Two scenarios are considered for Cpar. Firstly, Cpar is 277

ignored, showing that ZAI increases linearly with frequency. 278

Then, Cpar values of 30 fF are considered to compare with the 279

simulation results. This shows that as a result of increasing the 280

parasitic capacitor at the input of the AI circuit, ZAI reduces 281

faster at higher frequencies and limits the operating frequency 282

of the AI. 283

The AI circuit injects noise into the LNTA output at RF as 284

well as at low frequencies at BB. The noise factor considering 285

the AI circuit is then given by 286

F ∼= 1+
γ

4α
+
RBalun
RS
+ 4RS

(
γ gm,AI +

1
RAI

)
287(

1+
RBalun
2RS

)
+ K1

V 2
fk_LNA

4kTRS
+ K2

V 2
fk_AI

4kTRS
. (5) 288

Another problem of the conventional CRR shown in 289

Fig. 4(a) is the direct coupling of the LNTA 1/f noise to the 290

output. This also can affect the structure with the AI since 291

the AI circuit is not blocking the low frequency components. 292

To overcome this issue, MNC, added in Fig. 4(b), creates a 293

low frequency path to the output with the opposite polarity. 294

This makes the 1/f noise common-mode for the next stage 295

such that it can be rejected with a differential architecture 296

(K1 ∼ 0). The 1/f noise of the AI circuit is still contributing 297

to the output. The source-degeneration resistor, Rs, helps 298

reduce the 1/f noise of MNC and MAI as well as boost ZAI. 299

In (5), gm,AI is replaced with gm,AI/(1 + gm,AIRs) where 300

Rs is a degeneration resistor and K2 � 1. The simulation 301

results of the CRR front-end with the NC circuit activated 302

or deactivated is shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen, while the 303

thermal noise remains the same, the 1/f noise is suppressed 304

by the NC circuit. This allows the CRR front-end to operate 305

at low IF in a direct-conversion architecture. 306

The straightforward way to design the NC circuit is to half 307

the W/L ratio of MAI and double the value of RS in the AI 308

circuit. Then, the same device values can be used in the NC 309

circuit [22]. 310

C. PASSIVE DOWN-CONVERSION MIXER 311

A conventional current driven double-balanced passive mixer 312

is employed to convert the RF current to the BB current, 313

as shown in Fig. 2. It operates with a 25% duty cycle LO sig- 314

nal to enhance both NF and conversion gain [26]. The clock 315

generation circuit is shown in Fig. 7 [27]. The AC-coupling 316

capacitors, CM, separate the DC biasing of the mixer. More- 317

over, this blocks the low frequency noise of the LNTA. The 318
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FIGURE 4. (a) Convectional CRR with cascoded transistor. (b) Proposed architecture introducing an AI and 1/f NC technique.

FIGURE 5. Mathematical model, with and without Cpar , and simulation of
the magnitude of ZAI versus frequency.

source and drain biasing of the mixer switches is provided319

by the TIA to be half of the supply (600 mV). The gate bias320

voltage of the mixer switches is chosen to ensure that the321

LO signals are able to toggle the switches properly, while322

maintaining the VGS and VGD values in the safe operating323

region to avoid breakdown.324

D. TRANSIMPEDANCE AMPLIFIER325

The BB current generated by the down-conversion mixer is326

converted to a BB voltage using a TIA at the output node.327

The TIA circuit is formed by MTIA and feedback resistors,328

RFB. MTIA needs to provide sufficient gm to maintain the329

impedance low enough at the output of the mixer in order330

to keep the voltage swing at that node small, and thus avoid a331

degradation of the linearity. To enhance the output impedance332

and reduce the short-channel effect, a large channel length of333

500 nm is used for MTIA.334

FIGURE 6. The simulated NF with the NC circuit activated or deactivated.

Overall, the conversion gain of the proposed receiver is 335

approximately calculated as 336

GainCRR ∼=
2
√
2

π
gm,eff RFB (6) 337

E. OUTPUT BUFFER 338

An output buffer is required to allow for measurement of the 339

CRR using off-chip laboratory equipment such as a spectrum 340

analyzer, high-speed oscilloscope or any similar instrument 341

with a 50 � input impedance. This output buffer ensures 342

that the output impedance of the CRR is well matched to 343

the impedance of the testing equipment. For this purpose, 344

a fully differential current-mode logic (CML) circuit is used 345

and shown in Fig. 8. The gain of the CML circuit is designed 346
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FIGURE 7. Schematic of the clock generation circuit generating 25% duty
cycle phases.

FIGURE 8. Output buffer circuit used in the measurements.

to be of 0 dB and is given by347

GainCML = gm1 · RL , (7)348

where RL is the output load. This load is chosen to be 50 � in349

order to avoid a very high value for gm,M1 that would results350

in high current and large W/L ratio, reducing the bandwidth351

of the buffer. A 2:1 balun can be used off-chip at the output352

to convert the 100 � differential output to a single ended353

50 � output. Cascode transistors, M2, are used to enhance the354

bandwidth of the CML circuit. The input of the CML circuit355

is AC-coupled to separate its biasing voltage with that of the356

CRR front-end. The cascode transistors are directly biased357

with the supply voltage.358

Both the CML and CRR front-end each utilize a 1.2 V359

supply. The CML circuit consumes a high current of 40 mA360

to maintain high linearity and lowNF performance for testing361

proposes.362

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION363

The low-power and wideband RF-to-BB current-reuse364

receiver front-end was fabricated in TSMC 130 nm CMOS365

technology. Both CRR front-end and CMLoutput buffer were366

implemented on-chip and the die micrograph is shown in367

FIGURE 9. Die micrograph of the fabricated die (a) fully covered with
metal fill (Chip1), and (b) with reduced metal fill on the sensitive nodes
(Chip2). Note that the circuitry on the right half of the dies is not related
to this work.

Fig. 9. The design was fabricated under two conditions, one 368

is covered with metal fill at sensitive nodes (Chip1), shown 369

in Fig. 9(a), and another reduced the metal fill on sensitive 370

RF nodes and blocks (Chip2), shown in Fig. 9(b). Metal fill 371

reduction was done manually through an iterative process to 372

make sure the metal fill is optimized on the sensitive paths. 373

The CRR front-end occupies an active area of 0.54mm2, 374

excluding the output buffer and bond pads. It consumes 375

1.66 mA from the 1.2 V supply. Both chips were measured 376

under the same biasing conditions, PCB and test setup. 377

The diagram and picture of the measurement setup is 378

shown in Fig 10. The CRR front-end and output buffer supply 379

and ground are separated on the PCB. The chip is pack- 380

aged into a QFN48 package, and is connected to the PCB 381

with an RF socket (SG-MLF-7006). To extract the actual 382

performance of the CRR front-end, the non-idealities due to 383

the socket, cables and external baluns should be taken into 384

account. To this end, the S-parameter characteristics of the 385

cables and baluns are extracted using a 4-port vector network 386

analyzer (VNA), Rohde and Schwarz ZVB 8. The socket 387

losses are provided by the manufacturers’ datasheet. The 388

single-ended input from the signal generator (Agilent N5182a 389

MXG) is converted to a differential input using an external 390

LC-balun shown at the bottom left of Fig. 2. A second signal 391

generator(Agilent N5182a MXG) provides the clock signal 392

for the mixer switches. The differential output of the out- 393

put buffer is converted to a single-ended signal using a 2:1 394

balun (TRS2-32-75+) and this signal drives the measurement 395

equipment. 396

The Y-factor method using a noise source is employed to 397

measure the NF performance. Fig. 11 illustrates the measured 398

and simulated double side-band (DSB)NF versus the IFwhile 399

the LO frequency is at 1.3 GHz. A flat measured NF of 400

7.5 dB is achieved using Chip1 and is close to the simulation 401

results above an IF of 1 MHz.The measured and simulated 402

NF of Chip2 with reduced metal fill lowers by about 1 dB 403

to 6.5 dB above an IF of 1 MHz. The 1/f NF is slightly 404

increased for both simulation and measurement at low fre- 405

quencies due to the AC-coupling between the CRR front-end 406

and the output buffer circuit. This effect is not important as 407
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FIGURE 10. (a) Diagram and (b) picture of the measurement setup.

the buffer would not be required in a receiver implementation408

including the BB circuits. The measured 1/f noise corner409

frequency is very close to the simulation results. This shows410

the 1/f NC circuit operates well.411

The measured and simulated conversion gain versus the IF412

is shown in Fig. 12 while an LO frequency of 1.3 GHz is413

used. The circuit achieves a flat conversion gain of 40.5 dB414

with Chip1. The figure also shows using Chip2 the impact415

of the metal fill effect on the conversion gain simulation and416

measurement results due to the parasitic loading. The conver-417

sion gain of 41.5 dB of Chip2 represents a 1 dB improvement418

over Chip1. Awide IF bandwidth of 90 MHz is achieved. The419

conversion gain results are reduced at low frequency due to420

the AC-coupling at the input of the output buffer, but again421

this would not be an issue in an implementation of the receiver422

without the buffer.423

A two-tone test with 1.31 GHz and 1.311 GHz input sig-424

nals is performed to measure the in-band IIP3 performance of425

the CRR front-end. An LO frequency of 1.3 GHz is applied426

FIGURE 11. The simulated and measured NF versus the IF.

FIGURE 12. The simulated and measured conversion gain versus the IF.

to the mixer switches. This generates two tones at 10 MHz 427

and 11 MHz at the IF, along with third-order intermodulation 428

products at 9 MHz and 12 MHz that appear above the noise 429

floor by increasing the input power. Fig. 13 shows the output 430

power of the fundamental tone and third-order intermodula- 431

tion product versus an input power sweep where an in-band 432

IIP3 of −28.2 dBm is achieved for both Chip1 and Chip2. 433

There may be a few dB uncertainty in the IIP3 results since 434

the CML circuit might limit the linearity. To confirm this, 435

under the same biasing condition and test scenario, the CML 436

voltage was increased by 0.2 V. This improved the IIP3 result 437

of Chip1 to −26.5 dBm and Chip2 to −27.5 dBm. 438

The in-band IIP3 performance is verified across the IF by 439

using a two-tone RF signal (1 MHz offset between tones) and 440

an LO frequency that remains constant at 1.3 G. The input 441

tones are swept and the IIP3 extracted for multiple IF values. 442

The result is shown in Fig. 14. It illustrates that the in-band 443

IIP3 performance of Chip1 increases from −28.2 dBm to 444

−25.2 dBm by increasing the IF from 3 MHz to 95 MHz. 445

The IIP3 performance of Chip2 increases from −29 dBm to 446

−26.5 dBm by increasing the IF from 3 MHz to 95 MHz. 447
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FIGURE 13. Measured fundamental and third-order intermodulation
products versus the input power sweep. The resulting in-band IIP3 is
shown.

FIGURE 14. Measured in-band IIP3 performance versus the IF.

The out-of-band (OOB) IIP3 performance is verified448

across the IF by using a two-tone RF signal (1 MHz offset449

between tones) and an LO frequency that remains constant450

at 1.3 GHz. The input tones are swept and the IIP3 extracted451

for multiple IF values. The result is shown in Fig. 15. It illus-452

trates that the OOB IIP3 performance of Chip1 increases453

from −24.1 dBm to −16.9 dBm by increasing the IF from454

120 MHz to 280 MHz. The OOB IIP3 performance of Chip2455

increases from −25 dBm to −16.2 dBm by increasing the IF456

from 120 MHz to 280 MHz.457

Fig. 16 shows the receiver performance across the RF range458

from 1 GHz to 1.7 GHz while the IF remains constant at459

10 MHz. It shows the S11 remains below −10 dB over the460

entire RF range with Chip1. The S11 of Chip2 moved slightly461

to higher frequencies due to the parasitic capacitor reduction462

on the input nets. Both conversion gain and NF of Chip1463

remain almost constant at 40.5 dB and 7.5 dB, respectively.464

The conversion gain and NF of Chip2 also remain almost465

FIGURE 15. Measured OOB IIP3 performance versus the IF.

FIGURE 16. Measured receiver performance versus the RF input signal
frequency.

constant at 41.5 dB and 6.5 dB, respectively. The NF of 466

Chip2 remains constant at the RF band edge while it degrades 467

slightly for Chip1. The IIP3 result of Chip1 improves for the 468

frequencies above 1.3 GHz from −28.2 dBm to −22.5 dBm 469

due to the RF signal losses at higher frequencies and reduced 470

conversion gain. The IIP3 result of Chip2 follows the same 471

trend and it improves for the frequencies above 1.3 GHz from 472

−29 dBm to −24 dBm. 473

The performance comparison and summary of the pro- 474

posed receiver with the recent literature is reported in Table 1. 475

Note that the majority of the other designs in the table are 476

implemented in smaller CMOS technology nodes ranging 477

from 28 nm to 90 nm and have relatively narrow baseband 478

bandwidths (i.e., modulation bandwidth), providing inherent 479

advantages. This work compares well in terms of bandwidth 480

and NF considering its technology node and power consump- 481

tion. It supports a significantly wider baseband bandwidth 482

of 90 MHz and a wide RF band of operation from 1 GHz 483

to 1.7 GHz (i.e., in the L-band). Its area, considering the 484

technology node utilized, also compares well with the other 485
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TABLE 1. Performance summary and comparison.

works. Moreover, its projected low-cost of implementation486

is well suited to IoT applications, while supporting large487

modulation bandwidths for applications such as GNSS.488

Very good performance is achieved in [10], but the receiver489

architecture is not suitable for wide bandwidth applica-490

tions due to the sharp frequency response having a 2 MHz491

bandwidth at the LO frequency. Many of the other receiver492

architectures are not able to achieve wideband RF matching493

due to the LNTA topology, making them unsuitable for wide-494

band wireless standards. Note that in some of the references,495

instead of in-band IIP3, only the 1-dB compression point496

(P1dB) is reported and it is assumed that in-band IIP3 is497

10 dB higher than P1dB.498

V. CONCLUSION499

A low-power and wideband RF-to-BB CRR front-end was500

fabricated in TSMC 130 nm CMOS technology. The design501

was fabricated under two conditions: one is covered with502

metal fill at sensitive nodes (Chip1), and another has reduced503

metal fill on the sensitive RF nodes and blocks (Chip2).504

The results show almost 1 dB improvement in conversion505

gain and NF when the metal fill is reduced on the sensitive506

RF nodes and blocks. It uniquely incorporated an AI and507

NC circuit to the conventional CRR front-end architecture508

to enhance the NF performance and RF bandwidth of the509

receiver. The current sharing of the LNTA, AI and TIA510

reduced the power consumption significantly. In addition,511

a cross-coupled technique with a common-gate topology in512

the LNTA reduces the power consumption further while513

maintaining the receiver performance. The LNTA uses the514

LC-Balun to convert the single ended 50 � input from the515

antenna to a differential port with slightly lower impedance516

in order to allow for the LNTA to be designed with a higher517

transconductance, thus improving theNF and conversion gain 518

performance. 519

The proposed wideband receiver front-end can be used for 520

L-band frequency ranging from 1 GHz to 1.7 GHz. This can 521

simplify multi-band receiver modules and lower their integra- 522

tion cost and overall power consumption. For instance, this 523

receiver can be used to support the various global navigation 524

satellite systems. In this work, the LNTA and LC-Balun were 525

tuned to the L-band, but the design could be re-tuned to other 526

applications. 527

Fundamentally, the proposed CRR front-end architecture 528

allows relatively large CMOS technology nodes to extend 529

their performance capabilities to higher RF operating fre- 530

quencies at low-power and good NF, which can significantly 531

reduce the implementation cost of wideband RF receivers. 532
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